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"Framing day-to-day survival as its own legitimate teenage revolution, Cristy C. Road delivers boldly

illustrated pages about her adolescence in West Miami." Ã¢â‚¬â€¢BustIn her Miami high school,

Cristy Road valiantly tried to figure out and defend her queer gender identity, Cuban cultural roots,

punk-rock nature, and mortality. Through her writing and illustrations, Cristy reminds us of the

strength and ability of punk youth to address realities like rape, homophobia, and misogyny in this

gritty coming-of-age memoir. Road's headlong story of growing up gives a voice to every frustrated

15-year-old girl under fire from her peers for being queer, butch, punk, or different.
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"Road's novel is a testimony of survival&#151;a powerful reminder of how we must create (and

re-create) our identities&#151;whether the mainstream is with us, or not." &#151;Feminist

Review"Author and illustrator Cristy Road paints her adolescence, particularly high school, as a

cultural background where her Latina heritage, sexual curiosity, and love of punk collided with the

trappings of popular culture on a 24-hour basis." &#151;Wonka Vision Magazine"Bursting with wild

life, true heartache, sassy insight, righteous mouthing-off, desperate crushes, and more gasping

laughter than a slumber party. Her artwork is a party on the page, or a riot, or a revolution. With

language and imagery she is creating a mural of radical joy." &#151;Michelle Tea"Wavering

between moments of empowerment and patriarchal oppression, we are brought along for the

emotional journey from self-questioning, to self-deprecation, to self-assertion, to learning

girl-solidarity, to becoming a nurturer and a fierce heroine"..."demonstrates how much we all grow



internally through the rough years from preteen to young adulthood, trying to figure out how we want

to relate to ourselves and the worlds around us." &#151;Left Turn Magazine Framing day-to-day

survival as its own legitimate teenage revolution, Cristy C. Road delivers boldly illustrated pages

about her adolescence in West Miami. Definitely not a typical memoir, this collection dives deep into

Road's manic and caffeinated explorations as she forges and accepts her queer identity. Defining

herself in contrast but not in conflict with others--her family, non-punks in her school--she writes with

the wisdom of her years since high school, but the fervent intimacy of being a teen pulses through

her story. Gritty and unflinching, Road discusses sexual assault and the death of a friend alongside

an optimistic ode to a two-minute punk song that always cheered her. Literally drawn from the

intersection of Road's Cuban identity, her queerness, punk rock, and the drugs she chose and

avoided, this portrait in black and white is electric. (Christine Femia Bust Magazine)Adolescence is

a turbulent time for anyone, but when you are a queer Latina millennial with a unibrow, who likes

Aerosmith and punk rock, there are additional challenges. Indestructible, Cristy C. RoadÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

graphic-novel memoir of coming of age in Miami, is an edgy, honest, and nuanced chronicle of her

young-adult years, accented with her highly textured, monochrome illustrations.Though she

describes a feminist mother and other supportive relatives, Cristy rebels against her

familyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s cultural expectation that queerness should be repressed. SheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d rather

dye her hair green and use live reptiles as earrings than go to a nail salon and is frustrated that

Ã¢â‚¬Å“ideas like vegetarianism and resisting beauty standards only existed in white

America.Ã¢â‚¬Â• She wants to stay out late at night, drink beer, and talk about sex, things which

are only considered acceptable male behaviors among her peers and make most of her friends view

her as a Ã¢â‚¬Å“discomfited novelty.Ã¢â‚¬Â•The narrative is often insightful and reflective, and

there are many colorful conversations between her and her circle of friends. These other

Ã¢â‚¬Å“misfitsÃ¢â‚¬Â• are listening posts and guides to an alternative and optimistic future where

the heroine can shed her self-doubts and grow into someone other than who society and family

expect her to be. CristyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s account is a positive one for young-adult readers struggling with

their identity or sexuality, but there is frank discussion of mature topics like masturbation and drug

use, and the language is laced with salty and sexual slang.RoadÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s illustrations are the

perfect window into her youthful life. They have an overall punk-rock, cartoony feel, but look past the

dramatic composition and bold outlines and show how the artist magnifies the beauty in what

typically might be viewed as uglinessÃ¢â‚¬â€¢stubble on CristyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s arms, lacy detail in music

posters on a bedroom wall, grit on an urban sidewalk.Indestructible is a vivid and highly personal

account of CristyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s journey to adulthood, with positive messages of fighting against



self-hatred and cultural oppression and encouraging female solidarity over competitiveness. (Rachel

Jagareski Foreword Reviews)

Cristy C. Road is a Cuban-American artist and writer who currently lives in Brooklyn, NY. She is the

publisher of Greenzine&#151;a fanzine that was originally devoted to the punk-rock group Green

Day&#151;and the author of Distance Makes the Heart Grow Sick, Spit and Passion, and Bad

Habits: A Love Story.

This slim book packs a lot of punch, much like a two-minute punk song. Road's writing nicely

captures the roller-coaster emotions of a teen struggling with fury and apathy as she attempts to

sort out who she is and where she fits into the world. She creates a kind of double-vision of herself

as a teen and as an adult writer that I rarely find executed successfully in memoirs. Her art has a

similar tone, some direct and confrontational, while other pieces carry the sense of being a reflection

with uncertain emotion. The combination draws the reader in and holds them in her world.
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